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This paper proposes a likelihood ratio test for rank-de￿ciency of a sub-
matrix of the cointegrating matrix. Special cases of the test include the one
of invalid normalization in systems of cointegrating equations, the feasibility
of permanent-transitory decompositions and of subhypotheses related to neu-
trality and long run Granger noncausality. The proposed test has ￿2 limit
distribution and indicates the validity of the normalization with probability
one in the limit, for valid normalizations. The asymptotic properties of several
derived estimators of the rank are also discussed. It is found that a testing
procedure that starts from the hypothesis of minimal rank is preferable.
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1I Introduction
This paper presents a likelihood ratio (LR) test for de￿cient rank of a submatrix of the
cointegration (CI) matrix ￿ in vector autoregressive models (VAR). A leading special
case is given by tests for valid normalization of cointegrating vectors. Other special
cases are feasibility of permanent-transitory decompositions of the type de￿ned in
Gonzalo and Granger (1995), tests of block long run Granger prior noncausality, see
Bruneau and Jondeau (1999) and Yamamoto and Kurozumi (2006), validity of ￿2
asymptotics for the Wald test of Granger noncausality in Toda and Phillips (1993),
feasibility of assigned long run changes of the type described in Johansen (2005) for
the interpretation of cointegrating vectors.
The test is based on a representation result for the intersection of linear subspaces.
As a by-product of this representation, the paper shows that the proposed LR test is
also a rank test for a submatrix of a basis ￿?, say, of the orthogonal complement of
the cointegration space. Hence the proposed test can serve to test rank hypotheses
both on submatrices of the cointegration matrix and of its orthogonal complement.
The normalization of cointegrating vectors forms the ￿rst step in the analysis of
the cointegration space, once the dimension of the cointegration space has been ￿xed,
see Johansen (1996). An instance of this normalization is the ￿ triangular form￿used
e.g. in Phillips (1991); this corresponds to the reduced form of the system of long
run relations in terms of a subset of variables interpreted as dependent variables. Not
all subsets of variables can be chosen as dependent variables, and the test presented
here can serve to ascertain if any speci￿ed subset is a viable one.
Lukkonen, Ripatti and Saikkonen (1999) and Saikkonen (1999) were the ￿rst to
consider this problem. They proposed several tests for the validity of normalization
restrictions based on an auxiliary regression formed from unrestricted estimates of
the CI VAR model. The null hypothesis of these tests is one of correct normalization.
These tests all have a limit distribution of the (multivariate) unit root type.
More recently Kurozumi (2005) has proposed Wald tests for the rank of a sub-
matrix of the cointegrating matrix. The tests are based on properly normalized
unrestricted estimates of ￿ obtained from the VAR, with ￿xed cointegration rank r.
The null is one of reduced rank f < r. The test statistics against the alternative of
full rank have, under regularity conditions, a limit ￿2 distribution. Kurozumi (2005)
also proposed similar tests for a submatrix of ￿?.
The tests proposed in this paper di⁄er with respect to the tests in the literature
reported above in the following aspects. First, they are LR tests; see Wald (1942),
Andrews (1996) and reference therein for optimality properties of LR test in a classical
context. Second, using the duality results mentioned above, it is shown that the same
test can be used to test hypotheses on ￿ and ￿?. Third: the LR tests are a special
case of a class of LR tests already considered in Johansen and Juselius (1992) for
which computer software is already available. Fourth: the calculation of the test
gives restricted maximum likelihood (ML) estimates of ￿ under the null of incorrect
normalization; this may help the econometrician to amend the speci￿cation of the
normalization, in case the null is not rejected. Fifth: like the Kurozumi tests, the limit
distribution of the LR test statistics is ￿2, so that asymptotic inference is standard,
and no new tables need to be simulated. A ￿nal characteristic that the present LR
test shares with the Kurozumi tests is the formulation of the null as a reduced rank
hypothesis, and the property of the test of being consistent under the alternative,
i.e. under the correct speci￿cation of normalizations. Thus a valid normalization is
2signaled with limit probability one by the tests.
The latter property has notable consequences concerning speci￿cation searches.
If several (possibly dependent) speci￿cation tests are performed in a speci￿cation
procedure, the econometrician may be compelled to bound the overall type-I error
by employing some Bonferroni-type inequality, where the overall bound on size is
computed as the sum of individual test sizes. Because the null is the one of incorrect
normalization, which is rejected with probability one in the limit, the inclusion of
this test does not give any contribution to the overall bound. In this sense, therefore,
using this test is costless from the point of view of the overall asymptotic bound on
size. This is not the case for the tests proposed by Saikkonen and co-authors, which
consider the hypothesis of correct normalization as the null.
In the following we indicate by A := col(A) the linear space generated by a
matrix A and by A? a basis of the orthogonal complement of col(A), indicates as
A? = col
? (A). For a full column rank matrix A, we de￿ne ￿ A := A(A0A)￿1 and let




! indicate weak convergence and convergence in probability, respectively, for
sample size T ! 1.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II reports notation and in-
troduces several motivating examples. Section III discusses the hypothesis of interest,
presents the LR test and its limit distribution; this section also discusses the proper-
ties of rank-determination procedures based on the LR test. Section IV summarizes
simulation results obtained in Paruolo (2006) on the ￿nite sample performance of the
tests and reports conclusions. Proofs are placed in the Appendix.
II Motivation
In this section we introduce notation and several motivating examples. In Subsection
II.1 we introduce VAR processes integrated of order 1, I(1), and their equilibrium
correction (EC) formulation. Subsection II.2 de￿nes the relevant statistical model
and presents the issue of valid normalization of the CI vectors. In Subsection II.3 we
describe the possibility to use nonorthogonal permanent-transitory decompositions.
Subsection II.4 relates the hypothesis of interest with the interpretation of cointe-
grating coe¢ cients and with controllability of the system. Finally subsection II.5
discusses the relation with testing long run Granger noncausality.
II.1 Vector autoregressive processes
Consider the VAR(k) process A(L)Xt = ￿0 + ￿t+ "t, t = ￿k + 1;:::;0;1;2;:::, where
A(L) := ￿
Pk
i=0 AiLi is a k-order matrix polynomial in the lag operator L, A0 := ￿Ip
and Xt, ￿t, ￿0, ￿ are p ￿ 1 vectors. "t is assumed i.i.d. N(0;￿), ￿ positive de￿nite.
Initial values are indicated as X￿k+1, ..., X0, and are assumed to be ￿xed. 1
We assume that the roots of jA(z)j = 0 are outside the unit disc or at z = 1.
Under this assumption Granger￿ s representation theorem (see e.g. Johansen 1996,
1Several assumptions are made here for simplicity. For instance, similar arguments apply to
other speci￿cation of the deterministic components, see Section III.4. The same asymptotic results
can also be obtained under less restrictive conditions on "t and assuming that initial values are
realizations of random variables whose distribution does not depend on ￿0, ￿, ￿, Ai, i = 1, ..., k.
3Theorem 4.2) shows that Xt is I(1) and presents at most a linear trend if and only if
￿A(1) = ￿￿0, ￿ = ￿￿0, where ￿ and ￿ have full column rank r, and
rk(￿
0
?￿￿?) = p ￿ r; (1)
where ￿ := I ￿
Pk￿1
i=1 ￿i, ￿i := ￿
Pk
j=i+1 Aj. When these conditions hold, both
￿0Xt + ￿0t and ￿Xt are I(0); these variables appear in the following equilibrium
correction (EC) form, see Johansen (1996) and references therein:










￿i￿Xt￿i + "t: (2)
II.2 Normalization of cointegrating vectors
In this subsection we describe the reference statistical model and discuss normaliza-
tion of the CI matrix ￿.
The model is expressed in terms of the EC form in eq. (2) by taking all the
matrices ￿0, ￿, ￿, ￿, ￿i, ￿ to be unrestricted parameter matrices, with ￿ positive
de￿nite. Note that ￿ and ￿ have dimensions p ￿ r, r ￿ p, but not necessarily of
full column rank; ￿ has dimensions r ￿ 1, and ￿ = ￿￿0. The resulting model under
normality is called the ￿ I(1) submodel￿H(r) of the VAR. In the rest of the paper
we assume that r is known and ￿xed, and we indicate by ￿ the column vector of
parameters in ￿0, ￿, ￿, ￿, ￿i, ￿. The parameter vector ￿ is not identi￿ed within
H(r), see Johansen (1996), Boswijk (1996) and the discussion below.
The system of r equations
￿
0Xt + ￿
0t = ut (3)
represents long run relations among the level of the variables. Here ut is a r ￿ 1
vector of I(0) processes. The system (3) can be interpreted as a simultaneous system
of equations, see Johansen (1995).
The matrix ￿ is a basis of the cointegration space B := col(￿), where col(A)
denotes the column space of the matrix A. We also use the notation A? for a basis of
the orthogonal complement of col(A), indicated as col
? (A). It is well known that B
is identi￿ed within model H(r), but ￿ is not, see e.g. Johansen (1996, Chapter 5.2).
In fact, let a be a square nonsingular matrix; any other basis ￿y := ￿a can be used
in the likelihood function in place of ￿ obtaining the same likelihood value, provided
also ￿, ￿ are replaced by ￿y := ￿a0￿1, ￿y := ￿a.
One possibility to obtain a just-identi￿ed ￿ is to consider the ￿ triangular form￿
used in Phillips (1991). This corresponds to the reduced form of the system of long
run relations (3) obtained by solving the equations for a block of r variables in Xt.
Let Xt := (X0
1t : X0
2t)
0, where X1t is r ￿ 1 and assume that one wishes to solve for
X1t. Note that it is always possible to reorder the variables such that this is the
case. Let ￿ := (B : ￿)
0 be the corresponding partition of ￿, where B is r ￿ r and
square. The triangular form is obtained by premultiplication of (3) by B￿1, when
B is nonsingular, obtaining ￿
￿ := (Ir : ￿￿)
0, ￿ := ￿B￿1￿, where Ir is the identity
matrix of order r.
Noting that B0 = c0￿ for c := (Ir : 0)
0, the triangular form ￿
￿ is seen to be a
special case of ￿c := ￿(c0￿)￿1, for the given choice of c, under the assumption of
c0￿ of full rank r. This paper considers hypotheses on s := rk(c0￿). We call ￿c the
normalized CI matrix.
4Many authors, including Phillips (1991) and Johansen (1996, p.78), have noted
that ￿c is identi￿ed within H(r). The next subsection describes possible permanent-
transitory decompositions and their relation to s := rk(c0￿).
II.3 Permanent-transitory decompositions
In this subsection we consider permanent-transitory decompositions similar to the one
of Beveridge and Nelson. We wish to decompose the observed time series fXtgT
t=1 into
two additive terms: a permanent I(1) component, indicated as XP
t , and a transitory
I(0) one, labeled XT
t , where Xt = XP
t + XT
t . The XP
t , XT
t components are de￿ned
as linear combinations of the observed Xt.
From the CI properties of ￿, one can specify XT
t := ￿0Xt, as in Gonzalo and
Granger (1995) eq. (13), or as in Kasa (1992). We consider several possible choices
for the linear combination XP
t . Gonzalo and Granger (1995) propose XP
t := ￿0
?Xt,
Kasa (1992) sets XP
t := ￿0
?Xt. Another possible choice is XP
t := ￿0
?￿Xt, as suggested
in Johansen (1996, Corollary 4.4).
The above possibilities can be obtained through nonorthogonal projections, based
on the condition that there exist a matrix c? of the same dimensions as ￿? such that
A := (￿ : c?)






















t := ￿0Xt, XP
t := c0
?Xt.
The choice c? := ￿? of Kasa (1992) satis￿es the invertibility requirement for
A because orthogonal rows are linearly independent, and A := (￿ : ￿?)
0 is hence
invertible. The choice c? := ￿0￿? is also seen to satisfy it because c0
?￿? = ￿0
?￿￿? is
of full rank, thanks to (1). Gonzalo and Granger (1995) assume that c0
?￿? = ￿0
?￿?
is of full rank in order to obtain their decomposition; this assumption coincides with
(1) if k = 1, but it is otherwise unwarranted, see Harbo et al. (1998) section 1.5 for
a counterexample.
Also outside the realm of the above choices for c?, an econometrician may have
economic a priori rationale for a speci￿c choice of c? in XP
t := c0
?Xt. Then a valid
permanent-transitory decomposition of the type (4) exists i⁄ (￿ : c?) is of full rank.
It is well known that, see e.g. Johansen (1996, Exercise 3.7) that this is equivalent
to requiring rk(c0
?￿?) = p ￿ r, which is the same hypothesis as s := rk(c0￿) = r, as
shown also below.
The next subsections describe di⁄erent economic issues, that turn out to be also
connected to s := rk(c0￿).
II.4 Thought experiment
The interpretation of cointegrating coe¢ cients can be associated with a thought ex-
periment based on the long run forecast of the system, see Johansen (2005).
Let Xt+hjt be the optimal linear predictor of Xt+h based on the complete past
of the process fXt￿s;s ￿ 0g, which is equivalent, due to the Markov structure of
e Xt := (X0
t : ::: : X0
t￿k+1)0, to the optimal linear predictor based on e Xt. Here the
optimal predictor coincides with the condition expectation because of the Gaussianity
of "t. When the normality assumption is dropped, the calculations are the same, but
Xt+hjt is interpreted as the best linear predictor in mean square sense.
5For the VAR process in eq. (2) it can be shown, see e.g. Bruneau and Jondeau









where C := ￿?(￿0
?￿￿?)￿1￿0
? is the MA impact matrix, see e.g. Johansen (1996),
where rk(C) = p ￿ r:
Johansen (2005) considers the following thought experiment: ￿ ￿x a p ￿ 1 vector
q of changes in X1jt, where q = ￿? ; can one add some vector x to Xt in order to
produce the given change q in X1jt?￿ . This question is answered in the a¢ rmative,
and it turns out that there are many values of x that accomplish the given change,
one being x = ￿￿? .
Typically there is a subset of variables Yt := b0Xt that is interpreted as ￿ target￿
economic variables, where b is p ￿ m. One may ask if one can produce any given
change in Yt by the thought experiment given above. In other words: ￿ ￿x a m ￿ 1
vector v of changes in Y1jt; can one ￿nd some vector x = ￿￿?  to add to Xt in order
to produce the given change v in Y1jt? Is   unique?￿ .
Because of linearity, the change in Y1jt is b0 times the change in X1jt, i.e. v =
b0q = b0￿? . So the answer is a¢ rmative, and   is unique i⁄ b0￿? is square and
invertible, that is i⁄ m = p ￿ r and rk(b0￿?) = p ￿ r. Again this is shown below to
be related to s := rk(c0￿).
This thought experiment is also related to the question of how to (long run)
control a subset b0Xt of variables in (2) using another subset of variables a0Xt as
instruments, see Johansen and Juselius (2001). Here a is p ￿ n and such that (a : b)
is a full column rank matrix, and the notion of (long run) control is the one exposed
in the thought experiment described above.
It turns out that a key condition for controllability when n = m is rk(b0Ca) = m.
When m = p ￿ r, this is equivalent to rk(b0￿?) = p ￿ r and rk(a0￿?) = p ￿ r. These
examples show how hypotheses on s := rk(c0￿) also arise in this context.
II.5 Long run neutrality and noncausality
In this subsection we describe the conditions for long run non causality as de￿ned in
Bruneau and Jondeau (1999), Yamamoto and Kurozumi (2006); also these conditions
for long run noncausality turn out to be related to s := rk(c0￿).
Long run Granger non causality is de￿ned by the above authors in terms of X1jt
as follows. Consider some target variables b0Xt and some candidate causal variables
a0Xt, where a, b are of dimension p ￿ n and p ￿ m respectively and (a : b) is of
full column rank, see the previous subsection. Bruneau and Jondeau (1999) take
n = m = 1, Yamamoto and Kurozumi (2006) take n + m ￿ p. Then a0Xt is said not
to Granger cause b0Xt in the long run if b0X1jt does not depend on (Ik ￿ a0) e Xt =
(X0
ta : X0
t￿1a : ::: : X0
t￿k+1a)0, which contains a0Xt and its lags.
Bruneau and Jondeau (1999) show that this corresponds to the conditions2
b
0Ca = 0; (5)
b
0C￿ia = 0; i = 1;:::;k ￿ 1: (6)
2The conditions (5) and (6) can be phrased as restrictions on the ￿rst block of rows in the impact
factors de￿ned in Omtzigt and Paruolo (2005) Proposition 1, p. 40.
6Condition (5) is also called long run neutrality by Yamamoto and Kurozumi
(2006), see their de￿nition 2. Tests of condition (5) are discussed in Paruolo (1997)
when n = m = 1. Tests of (5), (6) are considered in Bruneau and Jondeau (1999)
and Yamamoto and Kurozumi (2006), who explicitly recognize that the asymptotic
covariance matrices used in their Wald tests are singular. The latter authors use a
Kurozumi (2005) test for the possible singularity of the asymptotic covariance matrix.
We here observe that this is not the only approach to the problem, as shown
in the rest of this subsection, which is based on Paruolo (1997). Consider (5); the
singularity of the asymptotic covariance matrix used in the Wald tests mentioned
above stems from the fact that (5) can be decomposed into 3 subhypotheses: the ￿rst
one regards the possible rank reduction of b0￿?, the second one the possible rank
reduction of a0￿?. The third one considers (5) only for the subsets of a and b that
have passed the full-rank assumption in the previous two tests. This is the strategy
proposed in Paruolo (1997), and faces the third test only for the part of (5) that has
a nonsingular asymptotic covariance matrix.
In order to illustrate, assume e.g. that m = 2 and consider the hypothesis
rk(b0￿?) ￿ i, i = 0;1. If one cannot reject rk(b0￿?) = 0, then there is no need
to test further, because (5) holds. On the contrary if one rejects both rk(b0￿?) = 0
and rk(b0￿?) ￿ 1 one concludes rk(b0￿?) = 2 and one can then use the knowledge
rk(b0￿?) = 2 in the further tests of the remaining subhypotheses corresponding to
(5). If one rejects rank 0 but not rank ￿ 1, then one selects rank 1 for b0￿? and
estimates which linear combination of b belongs to the CI space, say b1, and which
other does not, say b2. For b1 there is no need of test (5) further, while one can
continue with b0
2Ca, now assuming that b0
2￿? has full rank.
All the examples of the last three subsections highlight the role of the hypothesis
on s := rk(c0￿) and rk(b0￿?), which correspond to the hypothesis of interest in this
paper. We next present the statistical formulation of the problem.
III The likelihood ratio test
In this section we state the hypothesis of interest in Subsection III.1 and provide
examples in Subsection III.2. A characterization of the null is presented in Subsec-
tion III.3. The statistical de￿nition of the LR test is reported in Subsection III.4.
The asymptotic distribution is stated in Subsection III.5. Finally Subsection III.6
discusses various possible procedures that combine such tests. Proofs are placed in
the Appendix.
III.1 Hypothesis of interest
Let s := rk(c0￿), where we take c to be a known, user-de￿ned p ￿ r matrix of full
column rank r, where r is the CI rank, assumed known and ￿xed. Consider the
hypothesis
K : s = r; (7)
The complementary hypothesis to K in (7) is
H0;j : s ￿ r ￿ j; 0 < j ￿ m := min(r;p ￿ r); (8)
where j is the ￿ rank de￿ciency￿index. This rank de￿ciency index cannot exceed r,
because 0 ￿ s ￿ r. On the other hand we show below that the rank de￿ciency j is
7associated to how many columns in ￿ can be selected from the orthogonal complement
C? := col(c?), which has dimension p￿r. This implies that m := min(r;p￿r) is the
maximum possible value for j.
We construct a test for K in (7) taking H0;j in (8) as the null hypothesis. If H0;j
is rejected for any j > 0, then one concludes that K is valid. We here observe that
the H0;j hypotheses are nested as follows
H0;1 ￿ H0;2 ￿ ::: ￿ H0;m: (9)
Note that if H0;1 is false, one can conclude directly that K is valid. This suggests to
use a single test of H0;1 to decide about K. Various other options on how to combine
the various tests of H0;j to estimate s are also discussed in Subsection III.6.
III.2 Examples
In this subsection we present two examples that illustrate the main idea behind the
formulation of the hypotheses underlying the LR tests in terms of K and H0;j.
Consider ￿rst the bivariate case, p = 2, with CI rank r = 1 and speci￿cation
c = (1 : 0)0; ￿ is 2 ￿ 1, ￿ = (￿1 : ￿2)0 and c selects the ￿rst element of ￿, i.e. ￿1. ￿c
normalizes the CI vector ￿ = (￿1 : ￿2)0 by dividing by ￿1 = c0￿, provided ￿1 6= 0, i.e.
rk(c0￿) = 1. This is hypothesis K in (7) above.
In order to ascertain if ￿1 6= 0, we test ￿1 = 0 instead, which can be written
rk(c0￿) = rk(￿1) = 0. This is hypothesis H0;1 in (8) above with r = j = 1. Thus in
order to decide if K holds, we test H0;1 instead. If ones rejects H0;1 then one decides
in favor of K; conversely if H0;1 is not rejected then one rejects K.
Consider next a more complicated example with p = 7, r = 3 and the speci￿cation
c = (I3 : 03￿4)0. This corresponds to a system of 3 equations involving 7 variables.
This speci￿cation of c attempts to solve the system in triangular form taking the
￿rst 3 variables as the dependent variables X1t and the remaining 4 as independent
variables X2t. The hypothesis K is that c0￿ has rank 3, so that one can premultiply
￿0Xt by (￿0c)
￿1 in order to ￿nd the reduced form of the system.
In order to decide about hypothesis K we consider instead hypothesis H0;1 :
rk(c0￿) ￿ 2. If H0;1 is rejected, then one decides in favor of K; conversely if H0;1
is not rejected then one concludes that K does not hold, i.e. that one cannot solve
￿0Xt + ￿0t = ut for X1t.
Both these examples illustrate how decisions about K can be based on a single test
of H0;1 in H(r). If interest is not centered on K but on the estimation of s := rk(c0￿),
then the LR tests of H0;j within H(r) can be arranged to give estimators of s. The
de￿nition of estimators of s and their properties are postponed to Subsection III.6
below.
In the following subsection we consider an equivalent formulation of H0;j which is
later used to de￿ne the test.
III.3 Characterization of the hypothesis
As argued in Lukkonen, Ripatti and Saikkonen (1999) and Saikkonen (1999), the
validity of the chosen normalization (7) can be characterized in terms of the column
spaces B := col(￿), B? := col(￿?), C := col(c), C? := col(c?). The following
result connects (7) and (8) with the dimension of the intersection of B and C?.
8This characterization is subsequently used as the basis of the formulation of the null
hypothesis H0;j.
It is well known that the intersection of two linear subspaces is itself a linear
subspace. Moreover it is simple to see that dim
￿
B \ C?￿
￿ m := min(r;p￿r), where
r = dim(B), p ￿ r = dim(C?). The following theorem applies.
Theorem 1 One has
s := rk(c





In particular K holds if and only if dim
￿
B \ C?￿
= 0 i.e. B\C? = f0g. Analogously




We next note that the choice of B and C? can be interchanged with the one of C
and B?, given that the argument is symmetric with respect to ￿ and c. This proves
the following corollary.

















by showing that there is a
linear relation between rk(c0￿) and rk(c0
?￿?). This is stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 3 In the previous notation
rk(c
0
?￿?) = p ￿ 2r + rk(c
0￿):







. When in particular rk(c0￿) = r,
one has rk(c0
?￿?) = p ￿ r.
Corollary 2 and Theorem 3 can be summarized by saying that hypotheses on
rk(c0
?￿?) and rk(c0￿) are not separate hypotheses, but they are the same one. In
particular one can reformulate hypotheses on rk(c0
?￿?) as hypotheses on rk(c0￿), and
there is no need to devise separate LR test for rk(c0￿) and rk(c0
?￿?).
We next recall how hypotheses on B \ C? can be formulated, see Johansen and
Juselius (1992, pp. 225-226). This gives an explicit formulation of hypothesis H0;j in
terms of ￿.
Corollary 4 H0;j in (8) holds if and only if
￿ := (￿1 : ￿2) = (H1’1 : H2’2) (11)
with H1 = c?, H2 = Ip, ’1 of dimension (p￿r)￿j, and ’2 of dimension p￿(r￿j),
(both of full column rank).
We hence consider (11) for unrestricted ’i, i = 1;2, as the formulation of hypothesis
H0;j.
We note that the ability to use the format (11) is not a⁄ected by the introduction
of restricted or unrestricted deterministic terms in the VAR. Consider in fact model
9(2) with restricted linear trend; restriction (11) can be stated in terms of the extended

















; i = 1;2 (12)
where ’￿
i have one additional row with respect to their ’i counterparts.
We close this subsection by describing the most restricted hypothesis H0;m. If
m = r ￿ p ￿ r, then H0;m states that ￿ 2 col(c?), which can be written as ￿ =
H1’1 for H1 = c?. On the other hand if m = p ￿ r < r, then H0;m corresponds to
￿ = (c? : ’2). Both cases correspond to the format of eq. (11), where either ￿2 is
absent or ￿1 = H1. The statistical calculation of the restricted ML estimator involved
in these two special cases are considerably simpler than for the general case in (11).
Statistical calculations are discussed in the following subsection.
III.4 The likelihood ratio test
In this subsection we describe how one calculates the LR test of (11) within the H(r)
model. ML estimation of H(r) consists of Reduced Rank Regression (RRR), see e.g.
Anderson (1951) and Johansen (1996). ML estimation of the model under H0;j as
speci￿ed in (11) requires in general numerical optimization, except in the special case
H0;m. The present subsection reviews the statistical calculations needed to obtain
the LR test.
Many algorithms for the solution of the numerical optimization problem under
restrictions on ￿ have been proposed, see Boswijk and Doornik (2004) for a recent
review. A full discussion of the relative merits of these algorithms is beyond the
scope of the present paper. We here choose to present and discuss the format of
the alternating optimizing procedure proposed by Johansen and Juselius (1992) and
summarized in Johansen (1996, Chapter 7.2.3, Theorem 7.4). Any other numerical
maximization algorithm may be used in its place to produce the restricted ML esti-
mator of ￿￿, indicated here as b ￿￿. The formulas below would then hold inserting b ￿￿
as the restricted ML estimator.
The Gaussian log-likelihood function conditional on the initial values X￿k+1, ...,
X0 is














where the constant ￿2￿1Tpln(2￿) is omitted for simplicity. The log-likelihood func-











where S11:0 := S11 ￿S10S
￿1
00 S01; ‘T (￿￿) denotes the concentrated log-likelihood func-
tion. The maximum of ‘T in the model H(r) is found solving the generalized eigen-
value problem ￿ ￿





with eigenvalues e ￿1 ￿ ::: ￿ e ￿p > 0 where Sij := Mij ￿ Mi2M
￿1
22 M2j, Mij :=
T ￿1 PT
t=1 ZitZ0
jt, Z0t := ￿Xt, Z1t := (X0
t￿1 : t)0, Z2t := (￿X0
t￿1 : ... : ￿X0
t￿k+1:
101)0. In the following we use the notation e ￿1:m := (￿1 : ￿￿￿ : ￿m)0 to indicate a m ￿ 1
vector containing the largest m eigenvalues, and let V1:m := (V1 : ￿￿￿ : Vm) indicate
the corresponding matrix of eigenvectors.
The estimates of the cointegration matrix ￿￿ := (￿0 : ￿0)0 correspond to the r
eigenvectors V1:r associated with the eigenvalues e ￿1:r. We indicate this calculation by



















where ‘T;A indicates the maximized value under the alternative hypothesis H(r), see
(13).
Under the null hypothesis H0;j the maximum of ‘T (￿) has to be found by numer-
ical optimization; in the following we indicate the corresponding maximized value by
‘T;j. Johansen and Juselius (1992) and Johansen (1996, Theorem 7.4) have proposed
an alternating algorithm that maximizes the concentrated likelihood function ‘T (￿￿)
with respect to ￿1 for ￿xed ￿2 and vice versa. This algorithm is reviewed below.
Paruolo (2006) discusses its properties and the choice of starting values.
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< ￿. The last value of h corresponds to the number of
iterations of the algorithm, and it is indicated as nit in the following.
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see (13), where for the alternating algorithm considered here b ￿￿
i = ￿
￿(nit)
i , i = 1;2,
11see (14). The LR test of H0;j within H(r) is thus given by3
Qj := ￿2(‘T;j ￿ ‘T;A) = T
0
@ln
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Other speci￿cations of the deterministic components can be treated in a similar
way, as explained here. The case of no linear trend in the equations, ￿ = 0, is treated
using (11) in place of (12) and omitting t from Z1t. The case of restricted constant,
￿0 = ￿￿0
0 is similar to the present case with (11) in place of (12), a constant 1 in
place of the trend t in Z1t and no constant in Z2t. The case of no deterministic is
obtained by deleting 1 and t from Z1t and Z2t, and using (11) in place of (12). Hence
in all submodel with restricted deterministic components one can apply the previous
calculations, simply changing the de￿nitions of the variables.
We now discuss the special case of hypothesis H0;m. The calculations for the
restricted ML can be described in terms of a single step of the alternating algorithm
described above. Speci￿cally when m = p￿r < r, then ￿ = (c? : ’2) one can simply
set b ￿￿
1 = c? and fb ’￿
2; b ￿1:r￿jg := RRR(Z0t;H￿0
2 Z1t;(Z0
1tc? : Z0




This explicit solution is documented as hypothesis H5 in eq. (15) of Johansen and
Juselius (1992). The Qm = Qp￿r statistics can be computed using the ￿rst or the
third expressions in (15) above.
When m = r < p ￿ r, one has ￿ = c?. This can be seen as a special case of
the previous speci￿cation ￿ = (c? : ’2) when ’2 (i.e. ￿2) is absent. The Qm = Qr
statistics can be computed using the second expressions in (15) above setting j = r
and omitting the term with the ratio of two determinants. This corresponds to a
special case of hypothesis H5 in eq. (15) or of hypothesis H4 in eq. (14) of Johansen
and Juselius (1992), with H4 of dimension p ￿ r (their notation).
III.5 Asymptotics
In this subsection we report the asymptotic distribution for T ! 1 of the LR test
Qj de￿ned in (15). The limit distribution of the class of tests for hypotheses of this
form has been discussed in Boswijk (1996), see also Johansen (1991, Appendix C) and
Saikkonen (1999, Section 3.3). We here re-state asymptotic results in the following
Theorem 5; the proof of this theorem can be found in Boswijk (1996), except for the
proof that Qj diverges when j > r ￿ s, which is given in the Appendix.
We use the notation ￿ to signify stochastic dominance, de￿ned as follows. Let
X and Y be two nonnegative random variables; X ￿ Y indicates that Pr(X > c) ￿
Pr(Y > c) for all c > 0. Finally let
w ! denote weak convergence.
3The expressions given here for ‘T;j and Qj correct minor errors in eq. (34) in Johansen and
Juselius (1992) and in the expression for L
￿2=T
max in Theorem 7.4 in Johansen (1996).
12Theorem 5 Let Yj ￿ ￿2 (j2), a chi square distribution with j2 degrees of freedom,
let Qj be the LR test in (15) and let s := rk(c0￿). Then:
1. Qj
w ! Yj for j = r ￿ s;
2. Qj
w ! Y ￿ Yj for 1 ￿ j < r ￿ s;
3. Qj diverges for r ￿ s < j ￿ m := min(r;p ￿ r):
The ￿2 asymptotics in Theorem 5 is a consequence of the fact that the LR test
is performed after ￿xing the CI rank. Inference for known CI rank is in fact locally
asymptotically mixed normal (LAMN), and ￿2 asymptotics applies after conditioning
on the stochastic limit observed information matrix, see e.g. Boswijk (1996) and
references therein. The number j2 of degrees of freedom equals the di⁄erence in the
number of identi￿ed parameters under the null and the alternative.
The present ￿2 asymptotics for the LR test does not require to simulate asymptotic
critical values. Note that the tests for correct normalization in Saikkonen (1999) and
Lukkonen, Ripatti and Saikkonen (1999) all have limit distributions of the unit root-
type, instead. This di⁄erence is due to the fact that their tests are not formulated as
of submodels of model H(r).
The implications of Theorem 5 for estimators of s based on sequences of Qj tests
are discussed in the following subsection.
III.6 Sequences of tests
In this subsection we discuss three procedures which combine the LR tests Qj. The
￿rst procedure considers the single test Q1 of H0;1; we call this the ST procedure,
short for ￿ single test￿ . The second procedure considers the sequence of tests Qj, from
j = 1 to m := min(r;p￿r); this procedure is called TD, short for ￿ testing down￿the
sequence of nested hypothesis (9). Finally the same tests Qj may be performed in
the reverse order, i.e. from j = m to 1, yielding a third procedure, called TU, short
for ￿ testing up￿ .
Both the TD and TU procedures can be viewed as applications of a general-
to-speci￿c principle, because all tests in the sequence compare the null H0;j with
the unrestricted model H(r), see e.g. Paruolo (2001) and reference therein. The
asymptotic properties of these di⁄erent procedures are discussed in Theorem 7 below,
which gives guidance on how to choose signi￿cance levels appropriately.
We next describe the three procedures in more detail. The ST procedure considers
hypothesis H0;1 and test Q1, with critical values k1;￿1 from a ￿2(1) distribution where
￿1 is the signi￿cance level. The ST procedure can be summarized by means of an
indicator b ￿ST that signals if s = r (i.e. K holds) or not. Speci￿cally b ￿ST takes on the
value 1 if Q1 rejects H0;1 and b ￿ST = 0 otherwise. By Theorem 5, as T ! 1 one ￿nds
Pr(b ￿ST = 1) ! 1 if s = r and Pr(b ￿ST = 1) ! ￿1 ￿ ￿1 if s < r, where the inequality
￿1 ￿ ￿1 is an equality for s = r ￿ 1, see Theorem 7 below.
The ST procedure can hence control the size ￿1 of type I errors e⁄ectively, even
though ￿1 is just a bound on the asymptotic size if s < r ￿ 1. One may expect
that, when s < r ￿ 1, using exact asymptotic critical values for Q1 in place of
k1;￿1 may increase the power of the procedure in ￿nite samples. However, there are
many di⁄erent limit distributions corresponding for Q1, each one corresponding to a
di⁄erent value of s < r ￿ 1; choosing the appropriate distribution entails estimating
13s, which is the goal of the TD and TU procedures described below. Instead of doing
so, the ST procedure uses conservative critical values to bound type I errors.
Note also that if one ￿nds b ￿ST = 0 for a certain choice of the normalization c,
the restricted ML estimator delivers an estimate ￿1 = c?’1 of the CI relations that
are the most likely source of failure of the condition rk(c0￿) = r. This estimate can
help the econometrician amend the speci￿cation of c, in a way as to avoid the rank
reduction. The new choice of c can then be re-submitted to test, again via Q1.
Example 6 In order to illustrate how restricted ML estimates may help in selecting
a new c, assume that a system with p = 3 is analyzed, with CI rank r = 1 and
with the speci￿cation c = (1;0;0)0. Assume that Q1 does not reject, so that b ￿ST = 0.
The restricted ML estimation under H0;1 then delivers an estimate of ￿ = ￿1 of the
form ￿ = (0;’11;’12)0. If the restricted numerical estimates ’11, ’12 are su¢ ciently
far from the restriction ’11 = ￿’12, one may wish to consider c = (0;1;1)0 as the
new speci￿cation; this choice of c normalizes ￿c = (￿1;￿2;￿3)0 such that ￿2 +￿3 = 1.
In case the numerical estimates ’11, ’12 are close to the restriction ’11 = ￿’12, then
it would be better to use c = (0;1;￿1)0 as the new speci￿cation instead.
We now describe the TD and TU procedure in more detail. We describe the
TD and TU procedure by de￿ning estimators b sTD and b sTU of s. The TD procedure
considers tests Qj for j = 1 to m := min(r;p￿r); the ￿rst test in the TD sequence is
Q1, as in the ST procedure. This test is compared with the critical value k1;￿1; if Q1
rejects H0;1, then b sTD = r, and the TD procedure concludes that rk(c0￿) = r, just as
the ST procedure.
When Q1 does not reject, the TD procedure considers test Q2 of hypothesis H02,
using critical value k2;￿2 from a ￿2(4) distribution; again here ￿2 is the signi￿cance
level. If Q2 rejects, then b sTD = r ￿ 1, otherwise test Q3 is considered, etc. Test
Qj is hence performed only if all preceding tests Q1, ..., Qj￿1 do not reject; test Qj
uses the critical value kj;￿j from a ￿2(j2) distribution. If Qj is the ￿rst test in the
sequence to reject, then b sTD = r ￿ j + 1. If all the tests Q1, ..., Qm do not reject,
then b sTD = r ￿ m. This completes the description of the b sTD estimator of s, i.e. of
the TD procedure.
Note that in the TD procedure the econometrician must set the signi￿cance levels
￿j of each test Qj, j = 1, ..., m, in order to achieve a high probability of selecting
the correct value of s. A solution for this problem is given below, using the results
reported in the following Theorem 7.
We next describe the TU procedure, which considers the Qj tests in the reverse
order, i.e. from j = m to 1. The ￿rst test is Qm, which corresponds to most restricted
hypothesis H0;m on ￿; the test Qm uses critical value km;￿m from a ￿2(m2) distribution.
If H0;m is not rejected, then b sTU = r ￿ m, otherwise the procedure proceeds to test
H0;m￿1. A generic test Qj in the sequence employs critical values kj;￿j from a ￿2(j2)
distribution, and it is performed if all the preceding tests Qm, ..., Qj+1 reject. If Qj
is the ￿rst test in the sequence not to yield a rejection, then b sTU = r ￿ j. If all Qm,
..., Q1 tests reject, then b sTU = r. This completes the description of the b sTU estimator
of s, i.e. of the TU procedure.
As in the TD procedure, also for the TU procedure one must choose signi￿cance
levels ￿j of each test Qj, j = 1, ..., m in order to guarantee a given limit probability
of selection for the correct value of s. Note that also for the TD and TU procedures
when b sTD or b sTU selects a value < r, the restricted ML estimate of ￿ may suggests
how to modify the choice of c, as described above for the ST procedure.
14The following theorem collects asymptotic properties of the three procedures ST,
TD, TU; ￿i indicate probabilities.
Theorem 7 Assume s := rk(c0￿) < r; then as T ! 1 one has:
(i). Pr(b ￿ST = 1) ! ￿1 ￿ ￿1; in particular when s = r ￿ 1 one has ￿1 = ￿1;
(ii). Pr(b sTD = s) ! ￿2 ￿ 1 ￿
Pr￿s
j=1 ￿j;
(iii). Pr(b sTU = s) ! 1 ￿ ￿r￿s, Pr(b sTU > s) ! ￿r￿s and Pr(b sTU < s) ! 0.
If instead s = r, then
(iv). Pr(b ￿ST = 1) ! 1, Pr(b sTD = r) ! 1, Pr(b sTU = r) ! 1.
Note that the asymptotic properties stated in Theorem 7 allow to choose the
signi￿cance levels ￿j of the tests Qj in such a way as to control the limits of Pr(b sTD =
s) and Pr(b sTU = s). Consider, in fact, the TD procedure. Let ￿ be the desired
asymptotic signi￿cance level and consider the choice ￿j = ￿=m, which divides the
overall signi￿cance level into equal fractions for each test Qj in the sequence.





￿j = 1 ￿
r ￿ s
m
￿ ￿ 1 ￿ ￿;
because (r ￿ s)=m ￿ 1. Hence the choice ￿j = ￿=m ensures that the correct value of
s is selected with limit probability at least equal to 1 ￿ ￿.
A di⁄erent choice of ￿j is suggested by Theorem 7 for the TU procedure. In
fact one can choose ￿j = ￿, the nominal level, for all tests Qj in the sequence, and
still obtain that Pr(b sTU = s) ! 1 ￿ ￿r￿s = 1 ￿ ￿. Hence in the TU sequence the
econometrician does not need to divide the signi￿cance level by the number of tests,
in order to control the limit probability of correct selection. In this sense the TU
sequence appears preferable to TD. The TU procedure is of the same type considered
for instance in CI rank determination, see e.g. Paruolo (2001) and reference therein.
Note that the choice of individual signi￿cance levels ￿j does not a⁄ect the prop-
erties of the TD and TU procedures when s = r. In this case all b ￿ST, b sTD, b sTU signal
with limit probability 1 that s = r is supported by the data.
If several (possibly dependent) speci￿cation tests are performed along with one
of the procedures b ￿ST, b sTD, b sTU in a speci￿cation stage, the econometrician may
be compelled to bound the overall type-I error by employing some Bonferroni-type
inequality across the various tests, where the overall bound on size is computed as
the sum of individual test sizes.
Because b ￿ST, b sTD, b sTU all select s = r with limit probability 1 under the null of
correct speci￿cation K : s = r , the inclusion of any of these procedures does not give
any contribution to the overall bound. In this sense the inclusion of any of b ￿ST, b sTD,
b sTU is costless in the speci￿cation analysis.4
4The same asymptotic properties of the b ￿ST, b sTD, b sTU procedures can be obtained substituting
the LR test with tests with similar asymptotic properties. For instance, a TU procedure based on
the Kurozumi (2005) tests would have asymptotic properties similar to the ones stated in Theorem
7.
15IV Conclusions
In this paper we have proposed LR tests on the rank of a submatrix of the matrix of CI
relations. These tests have ￿2 limit distribution, like the test of Kurozumi (2005) and
unlike the tests in Lukkonen, Ripatti and Saikkonen (1999) and Saikkonen (1999).
This result is due to the formulation of the test as a test of over-identifying restrictions
in a CI model with known CI rank.
The LR tests can be organized into selection procedures that infer the rank of c0￿.
The asymptotic properties of these procedures have been discusses. The procedure
that starts testing from the most restricted model is proposed as the one with better
asymptotic behavior.
In Paruolo (2006) a MC simulation study was performed in order to analyze the
small sample properties of the LR tests, and to compare them with the performance
of alternative tests. It was found that the proposed LR test had a better ￿nite sample
performance than the tests in Lukkonen, Ripatti and Saikkonen (1999) and Saikkonen
(1999). The performance of the Wald test of Kurozumi (2005) was similar to the one
of the LR test, although for smaller sample sizes the LR test performed marginally
better.
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A Appendix
This appendix collects proofs. We use the notation Op(T a) in the strict sense, i.e. for
quantities that are not op(T a).
Proof. of Theorem 1. Let s := rk(c0￿). One has s = r￿j i⁄there exists an r￿j
full column rank matrix v such that
c
0￿v = 0; (16)
and there is no full column rank matrix v with more columns that satis￿es (16).
Let ￿1 := ￿v, ￿2 := ￿ ￿v?, and observe that (￿1 : ￿2) := ￿(v : (￿0￿)￿1v?) is an
17alternative basis of B := col(￿), because (v : (￿0￿)￿1v?) is a full rank square matrix,
see Srivastava and Khatri (1979), p. 19. The columns of ￿1 are linearly independent
and belong both to B := col(￿) and to C? := col
?(c) because of (16). They hence
form a basis of B \ C?, and dim(B \ C?) equals the number of columns in ￿1. This
proves that s = r ￿ j implies dim(B \ C?) = j.
The converse statement is proved as follows. If dim(B \ C?) = j then let ￿1 be a
basis of B \ C?, which can be represented in terms of ￿ as ￿v, because the columns
of ￿1 belong to B, with v of full column rank. Because the columns of ￿1 belong also
to C?, they satisfy c0￿1 = 0, i.e. (16). This proves (10). The remaining implications
on K and H0;j follow directly from (10).
Proof. of Corollary 2. Immediate.
Proof. of Theorem 3. Recall that s := rk(c0￿) and de￿ne A := (c : ￿?); we wish




, which is by construction









has rank p￿r+s, because of the lower block-diagonal structure of the right hand side,
where we have used the de￿nition s := rk(c0￿). This proves rk(A) = rk(c : ￿?) =
p ￿ r + s.








which, by the same argument, has the same rank of A, i.e. rk(K0A) = p ￿ r + s.
By the upper block-diagonal structure, moreover, rk(K0A) = r + rk(c0
?￿?). Hence,
equating the two expressions, rk(c0
?￿?) = p ￿ 2r + s = p ￿ 2r + rk(c0￿).




Theorem 1. From the above equality, substituting s = r ￿ j, one ￿nds rk(c0
?￿?) =














Proof. of Corollary 4. Immediate.
In order to prove Theorem 5, we ￿rst prove the following Lemma, which was used
also e.g. in Paruolo (2001).
Lemma 8 Consider two generic linear subspaces G := col(￿), P := col(￿), with bases
￿ and ￿, both of dimension p￿n, and let dim(G\P?) = n￿s, 0 < s < min(n;p￿n).
Then one can choose ￿ := (￿1 : ￿2) as basis of G, and ￿? := (￿1 : ￿?2) as basis of P?
with the following properties:
(i). ￿1 is a basis of G \ P? of dimension p ￿ (n ￿ s);
￿2 is of dimension p ￿ s and of full column rank;
￿?2 is of dimension p ￿ (p ￿ 2n + s) and of full column rank;
(ii). ￿0
1￿2 = 0, ￿0
1￿?2 = 0;
(iii). ￿0
?￿?2 has full column rank, i.e. rk(￿0
?￿?2) = p ￿ 2n + s:
18Proof. Because dim(G \ P?) = n ￿ s, by de￿nition there exist n ￿ s linearly
independent vectors that belong both to G and P?; these are collected in ￿1, which
has thus full column rank. ￿2 are then chosen as any set of n￿s linearly independent
vectors in G that are perpendicular to the columns in ￿1. Because ￿0
1￿2 = 0, ￿ :=
(￿1 : ￿2) has full column rank equal to dim(G) = n. Similarly one chooses ￿?2, such
that ￿ = (￿1 : ￿?2) is a basis of P? and ￿0
1￿?2 = 0. This proves (i) and (ii).
Result (iii) is proved by contradiction. ￿0
?￿?2 has dimension (p￿n)￿(p￿2n+s)
and hence rk(￿0
?￿?2) ￿ p ￿ 2n + s. Assume rk(￿0
?￿?2) < p ￿ 2n + s; this holds i⁄
￿0
?￿?2u = 0 for a nonzero full column rank matrix u. We show that this implies that
there exists at least one vector v in col(￿?2) that belongs to G, which can be added to
￿1 to de￿ne a enlarged basis (￿1 : v) of G\P?; this implies that dim(G\P?) > n￿s,
yielding a contradiction.
In fact one has by orthogonal projections
￿?2 = (P￿1 + P￿2 + P￿?)￿?2 = ￿2 (￿ ￿
0
2￿?2) + ￿ ￿? (￿
0
?￿?2):
Post multiplying by u one ￿nds v := ￿?2u = ￿2 (￿ ￿0
2￿?2)u, where v 2 col(￿2). This
proves (iii).
Proof. of Theorem 5. The proof of the limit distribution of Qj when j ￿ r￿s is
given in Boswijk (1996). We here report the proof that Qj diverges when j > r ￿ s.
For simplicity of exposition we consider the case without restricted deterministic
components, i.e. ￿ = (￿1 : ￿2) = (H1’1 : H2’2), H1 = c?, H2 = I. We indicate
by ￿ab := E(atb0
tjZ2t), at, bt = Z0t, ￿0
iZ1t. Here the subscript 0 refers to Z0t and
the subscript ￿i to ￿0
iZ1t, where i = 1;2;21 and ￿21 is de￿ned below. We also let
￿aa:b := ￿aa ￿ ￿ab￿
￿1




The plan of the proof is to show that T ￿1Qj converges in probability to a positive
constant when j > r ￿ s. This shows that Qj is of the order of T in probability,
Qj = Op(T). Speci￿cally let T ￿1Qj =: cT;j + cT;A where
cT;j;1 := ln
￿ ￿ ￿b ￿0
1S11:0b ￿1
￿ ￿ ￿








1 ￿ b ￿i
￿
;





1 ￿ e ￿i
￿
:
The proof is divided into three steps. The ￿rst step de￿nes various subspaces and
their respective bases. The second one deals with the term cT;A. The third one deals
with cT;j.
Step 1. Subspaces and bases
We use Lemma 8 on G = B and P = C to de￿ne ￿ = (￿1 : ￿2), c? = (￿1 : c?2) as
bases of B and C? respectively, where ￿1 is a basis of B \ C?, with r ￿ s columns.
Applying again Lemma 8 to G = B? and P = C? we de￿ne bases c = (￿?1 : c2),
￿? = (￿?1 : ￿?2) of C and B? respectively, where ￿?1 is a basis of B? \C. Note that
by Theorem 3 ￿?1 has r ￿ s columns, ￿2 and c2 have s columns, ￿?2 and c?2 have
p ￿ 2r + s columns.
The express b ￿1 = c?b ’1 in terms of the present choice of c? as b ￿1 = (￿1 : c?2)b ’1,
19with
b ’1 :=
r ￿ s j ￿ r + s
(b ’11 : b ’12) :=
r ￿ s j ￿ r + s ￿
b a11 b a12
b a21 b a22
￿
r ￿ s
p ￿ 2r + s
where we have also reported dimensions of blocks. Recall that j > r ￿ s, so that
j ￿ r + s ￿ 1, i.e. b ’12 has at least one column.
Step 2. Term cT;A




1 ￿ e ￿i
￿
. It is well known, see Johansen
(1996) eq. (11.17), that under the present assumptions e ￿1:r converge in probability




00 ￿0￿, ￿1 ￿ ::: ￿ ￿r. Hence
cT;A
p
! cA := ￿
Pr
i=1 ln(1 ￿ ￿i).
Using properties of eigenvalues, one can also express cA as cA = ￿ln(j￿￿￿:0j=j￿￿￿j).
Using properties of determinants, one can write j￿￿￿:0j = j￿￿2￿2:￿10jj￿￿1￿1:0j. Simi-
larly j￿￿￿j = j￿￿2￿2:￿1jj￿￿1￿1j. Thus cA = ￿ln(j￿￿1￿1:0j=j￿￿1￿1j)￿ln(j￿￿2￿2:￿10j=j￿￿2￿2:￿1j).
Again using properties of eigenvalues one has ln(j￿￿1￿1:0j=j￿￿1￿1j) =
Pr￿s
i=1 ln(1￿




00 ￿0￿1, i.e. the solutions
to ￿ ￿!￿￿1￿1 ￿ ￿￿10￿
￿1
00 ￿0￿1
￿ ￿ = 0: (17)
Similarly ln(j￿￿2￿2:￿10j=j￿￿2￿2:￿1j) =
Ps











￿ = 0: (18)
Summarizing one has the following expression of cA
cT;A
p
! cA = ￿
r￿s X
i=1
ln(1 ￿ !i) ￿
s X
i=1
ln(1 ￿ ￿i): (19)
Step 3. Term cT;j
We next consider cT;j. We aim to show that col(b ￿1), of dimension j > r ￿ s,
converges to col(￿1 : c?2a22), i.e. col(b ￿1) converges to a subspace spanned by ￿1, with
r ￿ s columns, and by c?2a22, with j ￿ r + s columns, where c?2 has a nonsingular
projection on ￿? by Lemma 8. We next show that col(b ￿2) converges to col(￿2v),
where v is s ￿ r ￿ j and of full column rank, with r ￿ j < s. These results are then
used to ￿nd the probability limit cj of cT;j.
Because b ￿ := (b ￿1 : b ￿2) is the restricted ML estimator, it must satisfy the ￿rst
order conditions implicit in (14) regardless of which algorithm is used in the likelihood
maximization. Hence we use the ￿rst order conditions implicit in (14) in order to
derive the asymptotic behavior of b ￿.
We ￿rst consider b ￿1 = c?b ’1 which is found selecting b ’1 as the ￿rst j eigenvectors
associated with the largest j eigenvalues b ￿1:j of the problem
￿ ￿ ￿b ￿c
0





￿ ￿ ￿ = 0:
20Pre and post multiply the equations by D1T := diag(Ir￿s;T ￿1=2Ij￿r+s), one ￿nds,



























2S11c?D1T = Op(1) for any choice of b ￿2 and
D1TS10:b ￿2S
￿1






This shows that b ￿1:r￿s = Op(1) while b ￿r￿s+1:j = op(1). Hence b ’11, the ￿rst block
or r ￿ s columns in b ’1, converges in probability to (Ir￿s : 0)0. Because we can take
b ’0
11b ’12 = 0, this also shows that b a12
p
! 0 in b ’12, i.e. that b ￿1 = (￿1 : c?2b a22) + op(1).
Before completing the description of the limit of b ￿1 by discussing b a22, we study the
limit behavior of b ￿2.
b ￿2 is given by the eigenvectors b u1:r￿j := (b u1 : ￿￿￿ : b ur￿j) associated with the largest
b ￿1:r￿j eigenvalues of the problem
￿ ￿
￿b ￿S11:b ￿1 ￿ S10:b ￿1S
￿1
00:b ￿1S01:b ￿1
￿ ￿ ￿ = 0:
Pre and post multiplying by B0
T :=
￿
￿1 : ￿2 : T ￿1=2￿?




























where K1 is the weak limit of T ￿1￿0





00:￿1￿0￿2:￿1, where r ￿ j < s, i.e. the solution of (18). b ￿2,
which has r ￿ j columns, converges to ￿21 := ￿2v, where v = u1:r￿j, the ￿rst r ￿ j













We next return to b a22 in b ￿1, in order to show that it converges weakly to a
random matrix a22. We consider the smaller set of eigenvalues b ￿r￿s+1:j = op(1) and








































￿ ￿ ￿ = 0; (21)












Let ￿1 ￿ ￿￿￿ ￿ ￿p￿2r+s be the ordered eigenvalues of (21) with associated eigenvectors
w1, ..., wp￿2r+s, and let w1:n := (w1 : ￿￿￿ : wn). Then b a22
w ! a22 := w1:r￿j. This shows
























￿ ￿ ￿ ￿
= ln













￿ ￿ ￿ ￿











where the leading block on the main diagonal b a11 = Ir￿s + op(1). This gives






























































! cA = ￿
r￿s X
i=1







! ￿ := cj + cA = ￿
s X
i=r￿j+1
ln(1 ￿ ￿i) > 0;
which proves that Qj diverges. The term ￿ can be interpreted as a non-centrality
parameter.
22Proof. of Theorem 7. Let Aj := fQj ￿ kj;￿jg, Rj := fQj > kj;￿jg be the
acceptance and rejection regions of test Qj. Let also 0 < ￿ij < 1 indicate generic
probabilities. The estimators b sTD, b sTU have the following representations in terms of
Aj, Rj with 0 < h < r:


















If s < r then Pr(b ￿ST = 1) = Pr(R1) ! ￿1 ￿ ￿1 by Theorem 5, and ￿1 = ￿1 if
s = r ￿ 1. This proves (i). Moreover, applying Bonferroni￿ s inequality










Pr(Aj) + Pr(Rr￿s+1) ￿ (r ￿ s):
By Theorem 5, Pr(Aj) ! ￿3j ￿ 1 ￿ ￿j, for j ￿ r ￿ s and Pr(Rr￿s+1) ! 1. Hence
Pr(b sTD = s) ! ￿2 ￿ 1 ￿
Pr￿s
j=1 ￿j. This proves (ii). Similarly consider








By Theorem 5, Pr(Rj) ! 1 for j > r￿s, and hence Pr(b sTU = s) ! limPr(Ar￿s) =
1 ￿ ￿r￿s. Moreover for a < s (i.e. r ￿ a > r ￿ s) one has








As above, Pr(Rj) ! 1 for j ￿ r ￿ a > r ￿ s and hence Pr(Ar￿a) ! 0. This proves
that Pr(b sTU = a) ! 0 for a < s. Summing these probabilities over a for m ￿ a < s
one ￿nds Pr(b sTU < s) ! 0. This completes the proof for (iii).
Assume now that s = r. Then by Theorem 5, Pr(Rj) ! 1 for 1 ￿ j ￿ m. Result
(iv), follows directly.
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